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About This Game

Depth Hunter 2 offers 25 exciting missions in 3 huge locations around the world. Players will hunt different fish species and
face the difficulties of breath-holding spearfishing, an ancient fishing method.

Players will also have to find treasures and get the possibility to take underwater photos to capture the beauty of the simulated,
detailed and lively underwater worlds they’re exploring also in a exploration mode.

Spearfishing and Underwater Hunting are ancient fishing and hunting methods, used to catch fish by using a mechanical
harpoon. Today, spearfishing is a sports activity in many countries around the world, especially in the UK, around the

Mediterranean Sea and in South America. Spearfishers hunt while diving apnea, holding their breath, so have to coordinate their
energy carefully while monitoring their prey, especially in tactically challenging hunting situations.
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Developer:
Biart Company LLC
Publisher:
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Release Date: 20 Aug, 2014
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.2 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 8800. ATI equivalent. Intel Integrated Graphics HD3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 380 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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